INTRODUCTION
A software reliability growth model [8, 10, 12] is one of the fundamental technologies for quantitative software reliability assessment. In the software reliability measurement based on the models, we often use point estimation for obtaining the estimations of software reliability assessment measures. However, considering a practical situation, we encourage the software development managers to use the interval estimation method when we do not obtain the sufficient number of software reliability data. It should be noted that the interval estimation needs to derive the probability distribution function for the parameter of interest. However, it is very difficult or complex to derive the probability distribution functions analytically even if we use the asymptotic property assuming a large number of samples. And, it is not easy to derive some useful information for the statistical inference analytically on these software reliability assessment measures. Under such background, Kimura and Fujiwara [7] , Kaneishi and Dohi [6] and Inoue and Yamada [5] discussed bootstrapping approaches for interval estimations of software reliability and optimal software shipping time based on several types of software reliability growth models. However, we should notethat we can obtain software reliability data only once from the software testing. The bootstrapping approach is based on the randomly re-sampled data generated from the observed software fault count data or software failure-occurrence time data. And there is no guarantee that the re-sampling data reflects the software reliability growth process observed. Therefore, we need to discuss more suitable approach for conducting interval estimations of software reliability.
978-1-5386-0514-1/17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEE We discuss Bayesian estimation method [2, 9] for software reliability assessment based on a discretized NHPP model [4] . The discretized NHPP model conserves the basic properties of the continuous-time NHPP model and have good prediction and fitting performance for the actual data [4] because the discretized model has consistency with discrete fault count data collection activities. Then, we conduct interval estimation of the model parameters and software reliability assessment measures by Bayesian interval estimation approach. Finally, we show numerical examples of our approach by using actual software fault-count data, and show the results of interval estimations for the model parameters and the software reliability assessment measures.
II. DlSCRETIZED EXPONENTIAL NHPP MODEL
We briefly discuss the aspect of the discretized NHPP model [4] . Now we defme a discrete counting process {N i , i = 0,1,2,' representing the cumulative number of faults detected up to i-th testing-period. And we can say that the discrete counting process {N i , i = 0,1,2,' follows a discrete-time NHPP, which is the discrete analog of the continuous-time NHPP [4, 11] ,
Pr { means the probability of event A and is the mean value function of the discrete-time NHPP. The mean value function, ,also represents the expected cumulative number of faults detected up to the i-th testing-period. Let denote a mean value function following a discretized exponential software reliability growth model [4] . The discretized exponential software reliability growth model is derived from the following difference equations: (2) which is the discrete analog of the differential equation of the corresponding continuous-time exponential software reliability growth model [1] . In Eq. (2), a is the expected initial fault content and b the fault detection rate per one fault. Regarding the discretization method, we use the Hirota's bilinearization methods [3] for conserving the property of the continuous-time exponential software reliability growth model. Solving the above integrable difference equation in Eq. (2), we can obtain an exact solution H t in Eq. (2) as
III. MCMC METHOD FOR BAYESIAN INFERENCE
The point estimations of the parameters in Eq. (3) can be obtained by the linear regression approach as discussed in Section 2. This implies that the parameter a and ob are estimated by the method of maximum-likelihood assuming ct-N(a + Pdt, a Z ) , in which Ct follows the normal distribution with mean a + Pdt and standard deviation a Z . Now, we derive the posterior distribution of a based on the Bayes' theorem. The Bayes' theorem gives us the following relationship between the prior and posterior being related to a:
The posterior of P given a, a Z and 1) is also derived as (9) (10) (13) (12) a Z la,p,1)
In Eq. (12),
whereT o /2 > 0 and so/2 > 0, respectively.
The Gibbs sampling method, which is one of the MCMC methods, is used for obtaining the posterior distribution of each parameter because we have the full conditional posterior distributions for each parameter. When the software faultcount data 1) is obtained, the Gibbs sampler is concretely given by the following steps:
(
Step 1) Estimate a and rJ from the observed data 1) by using the regression analysis discussed in Section 2.
Step 2) Set a and rJ and a Z = 1 as a(l\p(l\az(l), which are the initial values of a, P and a Z .
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where the prior of P is assumed that P-N(J.lp, Lff). Regarding the posterior of a Z , we apply an inverse gamma distribution to the prior because the inverse gamma distribution is the conjugate distribution of the variance for data following the normal distribution. Then, the posterior is derived as when 1), P and a Z are given. Eq. (9) 
Regarding software reliability assessment measures, the discrete version of the expected number of remaining faults, M t , represents the expected number of undetected faults in the software system at arbitrary testing-period. Then, we have
The discretized exponential software reliability growth model in Eq. (3) has the parameters, a and ob, which have to be estimated by using actual data. In the point estimation, the parameter estimations of a and ob, a and ob, can be obtained by the following procedure using the method of least-squares. and -f3(r) reliability 
MERICAL EXAMPLE
We apply the following data: (n, Yn)(n = 1,2"" ,25: YZ5 = 136) [4] . We generated r = 10,000 samples for all paramet.er and oftware reliability as e sment mea ure by following the step' di cussed in Section 3. And the ftr·t 1,000
samples were di carded a the burn-in samples.
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CONCLUSIONS
We discussed a method for interval estimation based on Bayesian approach. Especially, applying a discretized NHPP model, which has the high-performance fitting and predictive performance, we derived the full conditional posterior distributions for each parameter. Then, we discussed the interval estimation procedure by applying the Gibbs-sampling method, which is one of the MCMC methods for obtaining the probability distributions of the parameters of interest. Further, we showed numerical examples of our Bayesian interval estimation approach by applying to the software fault-count data observed in an actual software testing.
where 8is the set of the value of parameter and key) is the largest value satisfying f p(81!l)d8 = 1 -y. Table 1 shows the results of interval estimations based on the 95% HPD interval for the parameters and the software reliability assessment measures. The Bayesian interval estimation is obtained from the posterior distribution, which is updated by the likelihood for the data obtained. Further, the interval estimation in the Bayesian approach is conducted by sampling the parameter repetitively from the full conditional posterior distribution.
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